Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them. The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle's answer.

Retro Cross #34

Solution: 7 letters

(3) ATL CAP ENS LAD LAM LET OON
PBS SER WBA (4) A LOT ABBA DUMA EDIT
ARLO AWOL BARN BORA ESSO
ENTS EROS ERTE NOSH
LOKI MAUL MOJO NOSH OREO
ROAN SHAM SINO STEM
WREN X OUT (5) AAHED AMEBA ARE SO
KIOSK LASSO MAGOO MAYBE
OTTOS POWER READY STOCK
LLAMAS PAMPAS RAGTAG SEAMAN
SKID ROW UTOPIAS (8) AIR SPACE DEAD ENDS
MEAT LOAF
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